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T his work examine s the dynamic fortes that are generated in catenary mooring
lines when the lop par t of the line is subjected to a forcing function. The forcing
function consists of a sinusoida l motion of fixed amplitude but varying frequency
and varying angle in the vertical plane. T he elfect of changes in the pretension in
the cha in is also exam ined.
Four different areas of response arc classified by the response of the line and
the characteristics of the force in the line observed over t ime. The force ill each
area is examined and the mechanis m tha t generates t hese fo rcCI! is discussed. The
change of these forces with changes in the forcing Cunction at the top end of the
line is also exami ned.
The model parameters for the catenary mooring system arc identified and
model tests performed . From these model tests it is possible to conclude that large
st ructures such as oil rigs anu large veaeelawill cause mooring lines to respond in
a range where dynamic forces need not be taken into accou nt. However, smalle r
obj ects such as buoys willsuffer significant dynam ic forces.
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T" horizontal componen t of line tens ion
Til vertical component of line tension
H water depth
S scope of the mooring line
w weight per unit length of line
T/J tangent angle at the top end of the line
e angle of indination of the line of act ion
R the amplitude of the motion of t he forcing function
w the frequency of the forcing function
Jl water dynamic viscosity
PI wate r density
me modified mass of the chain
E effective Young's modulus
D parameter for chain diameter
9 gravitationallLccclcrat ion
T the total tension in the line
water kinematic viscosity
V velocity amplitud e of the forcing {unction
Chapter 1
Introduction
In the ocean envircnmcnt there arc many forces that ad on a moored object. Be-
cause it is difficult to design a system to maintain an object completely stat ionary
when facing these forces, most mootingsystems allow a degree of movement. The
catena ry mooring system is the most common system of this type.
The techniques for the sta tic analysis of a caten ary mooring are well esta.b-
lished. However the dynamic analysis can be quite complicated because of the
contributions from pretension, hydrodynamic drag (and related factors such as
vortex shedding) , iner tia l efi"edsand added mass. Altho ugh some analytical mod-
els exist, there is a shortage of experimenta l data . This thesis will provide some
data 011 the properties of the dynamics of mooring chains.
Some of the previous studies indicate that there arc very large dynam ic loads
generated in moor ing lines. Published data indica te t ha t these loads can rea ch
a magnitude of ten times that of the static load. At the present time, moorings
arc designed based 011 expected sta tic tension and on previous experience. T he
accurate predict ion of dynamic loads would improve the selection process.
This t hesis describes experiments that will examine t he dynamics of catenar y
mooring systems. Exper iments took place in the Memorial Univcrllity of New-
foundland wave tan k. A support stru cture 011 which a motor was mounted WM
placed just above the water surface. The motor oscillated a block in a st raight
line. One end of t he chain was a.ltached to t his block through a. tension measuring
device.
The motor speed was varied to provide specified excitatio n frequencies. The
suppo rt st ructure could be tilted allowing the translational oscillat ions to occur
at different orient ations in the vertical plane. The static tension could a lso be
varied.
The work hw several objectives which were compose d of two prima.ry objec-
tive and severa l seconda ry objec tives. These objectives are listed below with the
primary objectives given first. In summa ry, t he objectives of t he experiment were
to determ ine:
1 the magnitude of t he dynamic forces present in an oscillating mooring chain
(primary objective),
2 whethe r the dy namic forces were more prominent in one particular orientation
(primary objec tive),
3 how t he sta tic tension affects t he dynamic tension (secondary object ive),
" if the four conditions that Suha ra et a i, (1981) identified could be round ill the
slack condit ion (secondary object ive),
5 what t he mode l scale effects arc; ie how th e experiment relates to the ocean
environment (secondary objecti ve).
To introdu ce the topic, a brief description of the catenary mooring system
is given ill Chapter 2. Paet work in this field and related fields is examined in
Chapter 3, followed by the derivation of a dimensionless equation describing an
oscillating mooring chain in Chapter 4. The apparatus and procedure will be
examined ill Chapter 5. Chapter 6 will discuss the results from this work and
Chapter 7 willdraw conclusions about the experiments. Some recommendations
regarding future work will be made in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
The Catenary Mooring System
The catenary mooring system takes its name from the shape of the curve formed hy
the mooring line (the word catena ry is from the latin caten a or chain). Th is curve
is characteristic to any line which is suspended from two poiuta and which hes a
uniform weigh t per unit length and negligible ben ding st ilfnc8s. T he derivation
of t he beslc eq uations for the catenary line is given in Appendix A. The length
of the line from the top to where it touches t ile bottom is called the scope of the
line. The scope and othe r terminology rclaling t o the ca tenary mooring system is
shown in Figu re 2.1.
The cate nary mooring system has been lraditionally used by ships an d other
sea going vessels for several reasons. The system call be easily and compactly
stowed when not in use, it requires lit tle maintenance, it uses simple easily cb-
tain able mate ria ls, and in spite of its simplicity, it provides a. rema rkaLly effective
way to position a floating object. If t he top end o f the chain is moved, a restoring
force is crea te d . The restoring force is small at first but increases vc~y rapidly. A
descr iptive an alysis of the mooring system would be as follows.
If there are no displacing forces on t he moo red object , the mooring chain will
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Figure 2.1: Th e Cate nary Mooring System
hang in a vertica l [inc as shown in Figure 2.2. As soon as the moored object is
displaced , two events will lake place. First, some of the chain will be picked up
from the bot tom . Second, the chain will sta rt to make an angle with the moored
object away from the vertical. It is a combinatio n of these effeds that cause the
chain to app ly a restor ing force on the moored object.
As chain is picked up off the bot tom more weight needs to be supported at the
top. Th is will show up as an increase in the tension. Also, since the line rna'..es
an angle with the vertical, the re will now be a component of force genera ted in
the horizonta l direction. This horizontal force is what counteracts the displacing
force, To bold the chain against horizonta l forces an anchor is used,
The effectiveness of t he mooring system can be seen in Figure 2.2. The diagram
is drawn to scale and it shows tha t as the displacing force increases from 0.2 units
to 20 units, the .1c1u1I1 displncemcut Increases by a tnctc r oruboru. ,I. T Ill' fnr t 'p
unit in t his case is t he weight of a ],'Ilgth or 1Il0l)r i ll~ lim-equa l to l1\1'cl"lll h of
th e wate r,
F is the disp loc ing force
Figure 2,2: A Cat ena ry Moori ug Syst em IJwle r [lorixoutn l I.oads
l1JC lower end of the chain is langellt tt> ;HId lOlldJing 1.11<' ],,,UlIllJ. At lI ti .~ [II/iut
t here arc only horizontal forces ill the chain which must Ilt' n~isl.l,, 1 by tlw ilnd rllr
and th e fricti on of t he sea bed. III th e tallt C,L~C, tlu- chain is never l:lrrW~ll t to
the bottom and sto ps al the anchor form ing an angln wit l. t lu: houom. In this
circumsta nce, the anchor must resis t a vertic al force as well IL~ a Irorh'./lntal onc:.
In this experiment , t he chain is mnlntnincrl ill thu slal:k I'(m.lil,iuJrItt all tim.!s.
is no exp licit equa tion [or lc:rtsilllI !lIt,1 sn a n il.r :rilli v, ~ It:dll ri'I'J<: Jltust bl' IIs,:II.
Th ese equa tions solve for Tz and '[~ (t ire hor izcutnl illlli wrt icalwlJl jJl/JlI!nts of
the tension in terms of: water depth, H; scope, S; and weight per unit length, w.
The derivation for these equations can be found in Append ix A. Oth er equatio ns
using different input variables can be derived depe nding on what values you wish
to use as input.
T.. Tsi n!/J==wS (2.1)
II == TCiJs!/J cosh (ainh- l~) _ Tcos1/J (2.2)
w Tcoa1/J w
Chapter 3
Review of Previous Work
The study of the dynamics of mooringchains has received a great deAlof attention,
at least in theoret ical developments. Parne ll and Hicks (1976) slate that over 500
papers have been published that deal with cable dynamics, However they go on
to say that experimental data are limited . Patt ison (1974) agrees with this and
states that although analytical models exist, da ta are scarce.
This review willbe divided iota four sections.The first willdiseuse the simple
static problem as it applies in t he marine environment. T he n, experimental work
willbe reviewed, followed by an examination or various numerical and computer
techniques for finding dynamic forces in mooring lines. Finally, a brier review of a
relat ively Dew topic , statis t ical t reatment of dynamicforces in mooring Iinca, will
be undertaken.
3.1 The Static Problem
A good place to start looking at the dyna mics of mooring lines is witb the st atic
problem. The sta tic analysis blUl been Cairlywell studied and can be {ound in
several books on differential calculus (Fox (1950) and Edward s and Penney (1982)
for example.) The bailie approach is to solve the geometri c ut~."l.ry equat ions.
One of the earliest and best a nalysis of catena ry problems as th ey apply to
t he ocean environment ill given by Collipp et al( 1962). T hey use th e geometr ic
approach to derive the basic catena ry equat ions which are t hen used to draw up
tables th at give propert ies such as tension, angle the cable makes in the vertical
plane an d potent ial energy in the cable. However the para meter they use for
entry into the ta bles may, in some cesee, be awkward. Their param eter requires
knowing the depth of wa ter , the scope of t he cable and th e horizontal distan ce
thllt the scope covers. Th e equations shown in Chapter 2 give the same result ,
but require just the scope and dept h of water.
Because of the non-linear relation between t he displacement an d restor ing
force t he usc of tables and charts figure prominently in t he analysis of mooring
systems. Adams (1969) a nd Rad wan et al (1986) usc tables IS all aid to the
design of mooring systems . Even today when computers can give ex act solu tions
the speed and case of use of tables still make them popular.
Along with tab les, the re was some att empt to linearize th e equa t ions, Ogawa
(1984) t ried this and used a linearization coefficient matrix to represent line tea -
slcus as a linear function of displacement. However , as with all such methods, it
is ineccurnte outs ide certa in limits .
The use of numerical techniques to solve the equations became popular with
t he wide spread use of computers . Nielsen (1976) used a Newton-Repheon root
solving algorithm to match restoring forces to extern al loads. T he shape of
the force versus displacement curve lends itself well to solution by the Newton-
Raphson technique.
\ 0
A program which solves the static problem of a catenary system has been
writ ten and is included in Appe ndix D. It uses the equations derived by Collipp
er al (1962) along with a Newton-Raphsou algorithm . The res ults generated by
this program are identlcel to those published by Collipp, Bergman and Miller.
3.2 Experimental Work
Some of the earl iest thoughts given to designing expe riments were direct ed towar ds
scale model tests. Collier (1972) attempted to derive scale laws fora moored buoy
in an ocea n current by using the governing equation s. Constants were introduced
to relate the model and the prototype properties such as mas s, force a nd lengt h.
Subst itut ion of these constan ts into the governing equati cna allow a relationship
between the constants to he determined. Dimensionless numbers were t hen dr awn
up . Collier used a distorted scale to achieve dyna mic simi larity in his model
laws. While this does have the advantage of avoiding problems that are typical in
hydr oclastic models (ie t he inability to scale all the relevant pa rameters), it docs
have the d isadvantage tha t the cable oscillatory velocity mus t be small compared
to the current speed which in the majority of eases is an unrealistic assumption.
Unfortunately, Collier did not do teste using t his idea and no record of any tests
with a disto rted scale can be found .
Parnell and Hicks (1976) also use the governing cqueuone to derive their di-
mensionless numbers. However their &1lalysis differs from Co llier in th at they do
not use a distorted scale. They ignore the hydrodynamic for ce tangent to the
cable by st at ing tha t it is small compared to the normal force. The normal force
is accounted for by a ' hydrodyna mic force parameter' which is th e drag coefficient
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for a cylinder multipl ied by the ratio of cable lengt h to diameter. Pa rnell an d
Il icks go on to state that it is difficultlo scale all the relevant parame ters. Thei r
so lution was to do the tes ts in a fluid with a much higher viscosity t han water .
T his solut ion is well known to hydra ulic modelers, bu t it appears tha t Do one has
use d this idea to model a ca te nary.
Experimental examination of th e dynam ics of mooring ca bles seems to have
stnrtcd in tile mid 1970's wit h the work of two projects. Pat t iso n (1974) seems to
have been the first to publish experimental work followed by va n Sluijis and Blok
(1977) several years later.
Pattison 's purpose was to perfo rm expe riments on severa l different kinds of
mooring line material and de velop these into a dat a base for analyti cal model
validatio n. The metho d was to oscilla te a slider sinusoidally in the ver t ical plane
by means of a drive cable auached to a rot ating cra nk arm. The moor ing line
was joined to the slider via a two way force dynamometer. Five different mooring
line materials were tested with scope to depth ratiOli between 1.1 and 1.6and a
frequency of motion between 0.1 an d 2.2 Hz. Dyna mic tension s up to 1.2 tim es
t hat of t he slalic tension were recorded. Higher loa ds were recorded but were
ignored i1S being unrealistic of condit.ionsat sea.
Unfort unately Pattiso n had some problems with his experi ment. He reported
problems with t he two way force transducer that he used in hi s experiments. It
ap pears th at the tr ansducers were coupled and he spent quite a bit of hi s analysis
t rying to decouple t he forces. Also, although be repo rted sinusoidal ceci l letic ne,
from the way his equi pment was set up he would actually pro duce mot ion with
two sinuso idal components. U would he lmpceeible to say what the e ffect oCthe
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seco nd compcneut would be without knowing more about his equipment ,
vall Sluljs and Blok (1!l7i) also prefor med similar experiments except ther tbey
oscilla ted the cable in a horizontal plane. The y reported lUI increase of dynamic
tension with an increase of frequ ency up to a maximum. After th is max imum.
increasing th e frequency caused a decrease in the tension. They also reported
that there was no significant scale error in the dynamic effect. (More will besaid
abo ut this in Chapter 6).
In the mid 1980's t here were also two published reports of experimental work.
T hese were d one by van den Boom (1985 ) and Suhafa et al (1981).
van den Boom condu cted experiments involving the harmonic oscillation of
mooring lines. He docs not say if the oscilleucns were horizontal or vertical
but the impre ssion is tba t they were horizontal. No scaling parameters for the
expe riment were given but it is stated that t he sealing Wa.!l carried out according
to Froude's law or similitude.
It is har d to see how Froud e' s law would be applicable in It. CMe like this and
ether analysis do not have the Froude number as an important consideration . Thus
it would seem that van den Boom's attempts at modelling were in error. However ,
the experimental results do show the exp ected rise and drop off in dynamic teueion
with increasing frequency of the rorting function .
Suha ra et al did their tests with bo th horizontal and vcr~icaJ oscillat ions and
used scope to dept h ratio s between 2.8 end 8.3 . They also used a wide range of
frequen cies for the forcing oscilla ticna and several different emplitudee.
One important outcome from their work was the classification of the reeulte by










Figure 3.1: Force-time traces for the four conditions
by the ra tio wX olTllo where w is t he weight per unit length, Xo iJ the amplit ude
of motion of the top part of the chain, and Tno is t he Ita tic horizont al tension.
T he dynamic characterietlca are determined by two ra tioa: 1) Z...ID~ where Z... i.
th e verticaldisplacement or the center ofgra vity cl tb e cetenery part and D~ i ll t he
diameter ofa.cylinder with the la me volume as the chain, and 2) the ratio Z",w1 /g
where IN is the frequency orthe oscilla tion and 9 is gravitational accelera tion.
Using these plLlameter. they identified four condition•. The first is & quae..
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stat ic cond ition where the dynamic tensi ons can be ca lculated by the positi on of
th e top e nd and the stat ic formula. Second is & harm onic oscillat ion cond ition.
The third is called a snap cond ition and shows what happ ens when the ca.ble goes
taut . The last is a free-fall condition and ill it parts of the chain actuall y fall
until brought up by the rest of the ch ain gene rating impll.d forces. T he fint two
cond itions seem to be what Patti son (1974) recorded.
Since part of th is work was to id entify th ese four stages, some time should
he t aken here to examine what happens in the four st ages. Th e fifllt st age was
des cribed above and not hing more need s to be said except that the primary contri-
bution to the line tension is from the st atic pre- tension. In the harmoni c oscillation
re gion, t he force t race in t he time domain appears d ose to einuecidal . In t his area
the inert ial forces of the chain and t he fluid propert ies or added mass an d drag
ar e the pri mary contribu tors to the lin e tens ion.
In the snap region , a.new mechani sm come inlo play. The min imum tension in
th e chain, which until th is t ime has been grea ter than zero, becomes zero (since
a chain canno t supp ort compressive leads, the tension can never be less than
zero ). This means that for a brier amount o f time, the links of the chain are not
su pp ort ing any load. T his ta kell place while the top of the chain is moving in a
directlon towards the anchor (in a direction that slackens the chain). When the
di rection reverses (so that the top part is now moving in a direction that tncreesce
th e tension of the chain) , the sleekenin g sud denly stops. Th is sudden stopp ing
of t he links as th ey fall genera tes impact load ing. The magnitude of the impac t
loads are dependant upon th e time that the links had no tension OD them. It is
t hese impac t loads that cause the ext remely higb tensi ons that are associated with
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dynamic forces. Because of t he shape of the catenary and the length of the line,
not all the Jinks take part in this pheno mena. However, as th e speed of the top
Pdft increases, more and morc links come into play and this causes the increasing
impact forces.
Eventually a time comes where t he to p is moving 50 fast that it is able to reach
the end of its run a nd sta rt back before the rema inder of the chain can respond.
Now, fewer and fewer links are involved and t he time the links are allowed to fall,
Ircc of forces in the chain, becomes smaller so the dynamic forces start to decrease.
This is the Free-full region characterise d by t he decrease in the dynamic forces.
Suhara ct al (1981) also compared their results to a t heoret ical pred ict ion
method called the lumped mass metho d. Agreement was good in conditions 1
and 2 but WiUI elgniflcantly off for conditions 3 an d 4.
Another paper discussing t he derivation of th e dimensionless parameters rel-
evant to oscillating mooring lines is by Papazoglou et a1(1990). They used the
metho d of governing equations to derive the importa nt parameters. They also rec-
ognized that for deep water moorings the elast icity oC t he cable is an important
consideratio n in the calculatio n of dynamic forces.
Th ey have proposed a modeling scheme where all parameters except for the
elast icity paramet er Are met as well as possible and then tbe elast icity is modelled
with springs.
The idea of using springs to compensate for the inability to correctly model
the scaling para meters is also presented in a report by Faure (1989). Faure used
a set of springs th at best simulated the catenary effect and the elast icity of th e
missing section as well as compensated for the elast icity of the rema.ining model.
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Unfortu nately no mention of the modelling para meters is made except to SAy tha t
line lengt hs and weights were scaled correctly.
3.3 N umerical Calculations of M oo ring Li ne Dy-
namics
Numerica l simulat ions of the dynamics of mooring lines have been ebundant ill
the past. Due to non-linear materials, non-linear drag coefficients, non-linear
forcing functions and non-linearities due to the nature of the catenary, a purely
ana lytica l approach was impossible. T here was some thought given to linearizing
the equations of motion and using other types of analysis such IIJI perturbation
expansions, however these method s were inaccura te outs ide certain limi ts . Com-
pute r run numerical simulations seemed to provide the best tool lor analyzing the
problem.
Computer programs to solve the quasl-stetie problem are relatively easy to
create and very inexpensive in CPU time to run and these were the fiut attempt
to solve the problem. However, using the quasi-static approach meant that the
most interesting phenomena were ignored. Sometimes the quasi-stat ic method is
still used but this is usually for a special application (Nakajima (1986» and, even
so, it can be mislead ing.
To handle the non-llnearities of the system several numerical techniques were
derived. T he most powerful of these proved to be BOrne sort of discrete element
technique. There are two main typal of discrete element algorithma ueed La an-
alyze the motions of mooring lines. They are the known as the finite element
method and the lumped mass method and a good review of the two methods is
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given by van den Boom (1985). T here have been a large number of schemes for
either metho d pro posed.
In the finite element method the cable is broken into a number of segments
with a set of assumed beha viour functions. T hese equati ons ate applied to t he
kinematic and dynamic equilibrium equatio ns as well as the equations descri bing
the mat er ial proper ties.
Johansson (1978) proposeda finite element model with linearly elastic material
proper ties and a constant drag coefficient. Webster (19Bl ) developed a prog ram
called SEADYNbased on the finite element method. SEADYN broke the problem
into two path, one dealing with the quasi-s tatic solut ion, the other handling the
dynamic aspects. The program could handle non-linear materials and it attempted
to model fh rid Iorcee as well as str ununi ng phenomena. One or the beet finite
element models is th at proposed by Hwang (1986). As well aa an improved method
of accounting ror drag, it waa able to handle composite lines (lines where two
or more materiels are joined together) and clumped weights. It also used a 3-
dimensio nal analys is or the line.
T he ot her main meth od used was the lumped mass method . The lumped
mass meth od was fin t proposed by Walton and Polacheck (&3 reported in van den
Boom (1985) ). It involves t he lumping of t he mass and the exter nal and internal
forces of the line at a number of discrete points . Equa tions of equilibrium and
conti nuity at thes e points or nodes can be derived and then solved using numerical
methods. Several authors note t hat the lumped mass method seems to be more
computationally efficient tha n the finite element method (van den Boom (1985),
Faure (1989)).
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The simplest implernt'nl&lion of the lumped m&Q method would be to work
wit b just one node. Suhara et &1 (1983. 19S7) did this and c btel ned feiUODioble
results fot the smaller frequencies tiewhere the dynami c forces were relatively
, mall). Liu (1973) had more elements in his model but the numericaJ modelling
of the 8uid drag and add ed mess was poor and the I1lAteriai VllUI assumed to follow
Hooke', Ia.w (except when the chain went into comp ression).
van den Boom (1985) proposed a lumped mMe model which be incorporated
into a progr am called DYNLIN. He proposed ~hat the ftuid loading of a line ill
due to the orbital motion of the waves, the cu rrent and th e motion, of the line (it
should be not ed tha t his model neglected the wave motio ns). Hi. 2·d imensiona.1
model also included sea floor reaction forces . He reported good agreement with
experimental da ta.
Recently, Faure p roposed a model based on vall den Boom ', model (Faure
(1989» . This model had a better representat ion oCbottom reaction forGei and
bottom fri ctio n. It ab o used Morisoo 's equa tion to calculate the fluid loadin& on
the lines.
T here h ave also been several attempts to de velop com puter packagetthat "&lid
in the design of whole mooring systems , eg Owen and Linfoot (1976).
All the numer ical methods mentioned above needed some values for the var-
ious hydrodynamic coefficients. Some experimenten used prevjoualy publish ed
da.ta where eth ers such all Faure (1989) came up with their own. It should be
ment ioned here that t he coefficients needed a re thes e t ha t occur in 08ciUatin ll:flu-
ids. While thes e values are needed for the ha rmonic OlIdllati ng cond ition, the cue
is different for the soap and free-Call cendltlona, In these caaea t he chain motion is
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not ha.rmonie 110coefficient. measured £rom random osciUation lest. I Uch ". tba.e
reported by Longor ia d . l (1991) should be used.
3.4 Statistical Analysi s Tech niques
wah the realization of the existence and magnitud e of oscillato ry Iorcee and th e
increased knowledge of met al wear and fat igue, att ention was naturally turned
to these effects in mooring lines. Shaw (1989) analy zed the problem using wave
stat istics and a mooring line tension transfer function which be obtained from
matching model testa to a numerical simulation . However be was interested in
obtaining a method of calculati ng the cyclic loading t hat a mooring line would
experience and net in determining the mooring line', maximum load,
Sincock and Lalani (1990) were interested in developing guidd ines for faUgue
analysis of anchor chains, They state that there are two way. to c&Icu1~e load.
in the mooring line: the quasi-static approach and & dynamic procedure. They
aha go on to talk about lOme ol the design codes in effect for semi-submersibles
and float ing prod uction unill .
T he American Bureau of Shipping and Lloyd's make no mention of guide-
lines for mooring syste m and leave th e specification up t.o the owner. T he UK's
guide on offshore installat ions makes no mention ol any specific design method-
ology by which to calculate loads. The Norwegians allow either a quasi-sta tic
or dynamic ana lysis. T he newly drafted American Petro leum Instit ute's "Rec-
ommended Practices for Design, Analysis and Maintenance or Catenary Mooring
lor Floa.ting Prod uction Sys tems~ does acknowledge the significance or dynamic
Io..'\ding and recommends a time domain dynamic mooring load anal}'llie.
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A very good review of general techniq ues for tension response statis t ics can be
found in Lua (1990). Luo shows that a Gaussia n distr ibution cannot account for
the nonlinearities in the system. He goes on to st ale t hat significant improvement
in th e tension ranges can be obtained by using the Weibull dist ribution .
Computer applications of ~his method are usually written to solve this speci fic
problem and thus allow more versatility on the pa.rt of the person deriving the
equa tions.
Chapter 4
Dimensionless Analysis of a
Catenary
The first step in developing an exper iment is to det erm ine what is to be measured
and the parameters that affect the experiment. Dimensional analysis can show
ways in which the parameters can be grouped together . The d imensionless equa-
t ion is derived here for a n oscillati ng catenary system an d then the groups in it
a rc compared to the dimensionless grollpS found by other experimenters.
4 .1 Definition of Physical Paramet ers
The parameters necessary to describe the syste m can be d ivided into th ree groups .
The first group consists of the quantity to be measured in the experiment. The
second group contains the input parameters for the ~xperiment . The last group
holds the parameters describing properties of the system.
In this experiment the quant ity that is to be measured is th e tension, T, in
the cab le. Since the tension is changing along t he length or the chain , a position
for the tension measu reme nt must be chosen. Th e two logical places to measure
tensio n are at eit her end or tl-echain. Th e tensions at the bottom are or int erest
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to those designing anchor systems. In t his experiment the forces that the chain
would exert on an object arc impor tant so tension is measu red at the top.
The input parameter s describe the initial condit ions of t he system and the
forcing function that will move t he top end of the chain. The initial conditions
consists of the scope of the chain S, the depth of water /I and the angle of
inclination the line of actio n makes with t he water, e. Although the stalic tension
or pre-tension is an important consideration it is not included here because it is
set once the scope and depth of water are set.
To describe the forcing function t hat acts on the cable end, two parameters
are needed. First , the frequency at which the oscillation occurs, w, is important.
Second the amplitude of the oscillation, fl , is important. Since the o9cHlation is
assumed to be a pure sinusoid, the ampli tude can beeithe r a velocity amplitude
or a displacement amplitude . Once one is fixed, the other is set. In this case
displacement is chosen because it gives a bett er physical unders tanding of the
model.
Th e system parameters describe various properties of the physical set up. For
the fluid, the import ant properti es are t he viscosity, p , an d the density, P" For
the cable the descript ive parameters are a measure of the mass of the chain, m~,
and the effective Young's modulus, E. The measure of th e mass of the chain is
defined 113 the density of the chain materi al minus the fluid density. Thus m, is
seen to have the same units as density but is modified to account for buoyancy.
E is called th e effective Young' s modulus because it is not the Young's modulus
of the material but th e slope of the st ress st rain curve for t he whole chain.
A final proper ty of the chain that must be described is its drag, Subara. et al
forci ng Fundion:
f I Yi~i~~~::~~: ~
Cabl e Density: I:
Diameler : J
Frequency: __
Ampl i lude : : ...-(.
-.- , 1 -1.~
,j /
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Figure ·1.1: Parameters for the catenary mooring system
(HlSl) II sl~ d for t heir pnrnmeter the diamet er of a cylinder D, having the sa me
volume as the chniupnrnmcrer . T his quan tity ls just to t,ive a characteristic length
to the chnin. A last phr~k.,l parameter that must be included is the gra vitational
accelerat ion. 9. Figurl'·1.1 shows the~ (: variables.
4.2 Derivation of the Dimensionless Equation
Note that under till' pl'Op l'l"til " ~ of the cable, 110 account was made of the bending
s t i l rl1l~~s . Th is is fon~i s l t·ll l. wit II tlu- ca tenary analy sis which assumes tllll.t t he
IWlIlling swrn('Ss of t ill' cable is 7.1'1"0.
TIll'SC pnrnructcrs form the functionul relatton fO T the system. To start the
derivation of the funct ional relation. the tension is assumed to be a function of
t hl' ot her propert ies:
T = ¢J{P/ll-l ,m.,E, D,S,ll,9,R,w. O} .
2.
(U)
Th e quanti ty 0 is already dimens ionless and th us may be left out of the Ma lysis
for now. Including T in the expression on the right ha nd side o f Equatio n 4.1 and
reordering this exp ression the following is obtained.
4J{Pf .m. ,/l, E ,T,9,w, n,D,II ,S} =0 (4.2)
To allow the greatest amount of control in deriving t he fun ct ional expression,
the method of synthesis with linear proporlionalitics is used by Sharp (1981).
Either t he fluid density or the mod ified cab le density is used to cancel the mMs
dimensions where they appear. T he parameters that have units of mass in them
are P, E and T. /I is divid ed by PI to get /I and E and T arc di vided by m., Also,
m. is divided by pt -
' { II, !l, !...,g'r..J,S,D . ll. R,~} = o.
me m. PI
(4.3)
Linear propo rtions are created from the first five para meters /I , E/m~, T/m.,l.J an d
g, the rest already having dimensions of length except for the term m ./P l which
is dimensionless and,like 0, willbe left out From the analysis Ior now. It i. noted
that E has the same un its as press ure and T is a force. All th e possible linear
proportions are listed below .
{.'I' ,.!..., (L)'I' ,.!L,(".) 'n, (!.)'I',gl/3 m.g m.g w2 w E
2S
T he five parameters should give 10 linear proport ions (4 + 3 + 2 + 1) but we
only have 9 beca use linear pmpor t ions can not he formed from the param eters I'
and T, From th e 9 group' only 4 are needed, however each of the variables must
be chosen at least once and they must all be interrelated.
A little art and instinct is needed here to select appropriat e groups althou gh
the groups selected can be compounded to form any of the non-selected groups.
However a good place to start is to select the term with T in it. Since T is the
quanti ty we arc interested in, only one term with it should be selected. We have
a choice of three but the term with T as a ratio of the tension to the weight of
th e cablc figures promine ntly in the stati c analysis. Thus the group {Tl mcg)t/3
is chosen.
Also, it would be most useful to have E in terms of prop erties of the cable so
Ejm c9 is chosen.
The forcing frequency is an impcTtant considera tion so it should appear in only
one factor. This gives a choice of selecting one of the following: 9/1.lJ' , (E/m.w)I/2,
(vjl.lJ)l/2 or (TjmcllJ,) I /~ . The terms with v and E are eliminated because they
arc not as relevan t to t he experiment as the othe r two ter ms.
It is possible t hat the term T jm.,4JJl could prove to be a very useful parameter,
however the ot her term is selected as 9/1.lJ2 because it is desirable to have T in
only one term.
The la.st ter m selected is v2/"J j 91/3 and it is chosen to provide the missing
param eter, v. Thus the list of linear proportio na Uties becomes :
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j v'" (T )'" ( E)'" , }1 9 1/3 ' ;f~ • meg '-;;;i.Il,S, JI,D .
Now each ter m is divided by one of the four lengths to make the exp ression
dimensionless. Again, suitable select ions mus t be made tha t will allow useful
parameters to be formed. The term v2/3/g1/3 is the only term that has both the
fluid viscosity and density, 90 it would make sense that it should be divided by
the drag pa ramete r, D. The term (T/mcg) ncoda to be divided by three lengths
b make it dimensionless. Choosing the terms D211will give the ratio of tension
to t he mass of a length of chain equal to the dept h of the water . (Act ually, th e
term ditTers Crom this value by a factor of 1I'/4 , however constants , or lack of tbem
do not harm the validity of a dimensional analysis. ) The te rm El me9 needs to
be divided by only one lengt h to ma ke it dimensionless and S is chosen. It would
seem to make sense to have a parameter that contains both the amp litude of
motion and th e frequency, so glw~ is divided by R. Finally, the lengt h terms are
made dimensionless to give RI H, SI JI and DIS. Also, th e 8 term end the m./PI
are reintroduced into the equa tion to give:
T {V"' (E),RSD m, }
m.gD2J1 = ¢J gl/3D' m.gS ' w2R' D ' H ' S ' p;,9 . (U )
Several of the parameters in t his equat ion are familiar . The teaelcn term and
t he ratio 51H are used in the sta tic analysis. The term v2/3/g1/3D is a form
of the Fronde -Reynolds number. Also the term RI D ill similar to the Keulegan-
Ca rpenter numbe r.
Parnell and Hicks (1976) gave as t heir dimensionless parameten: PI I P. , TlmgL ,
CDLID,Elp.gL and U:lgL. All th e terms except for CDLID and U:/ gL ere
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found ill equatlc n 404 . Co LID is not t here because of the way that the draa
i ~ defined (Cu is .a measure of t he drag) and U:/gL is DOt. t here because the
experiment is based on the dil pluement amp litude not the velocity amplit ude,
Suha ra ct aJ (1981) have M their par&mclers UlX. ITHO. Z.. I D~ and Z...w2 /g.
T he first paramete r listed is just a measure of the Ita l ic tension. T he terms Z...!Dc
am! Z...wllg can be found in eq ua tion 4.4 except. tha t the amp lit ude of the forcin g
Iuucticn is used instead of Z... which is t he motion of the center of gravity of the
chain. gl w2R is very similar to the a term used by Suhafa.
4.2.1 Dimen sion al Analysis Using a Velocity Amplitude
As Wa.:I ment ioned in the previous section the forcing funct ion can begiven in terms
of a velocity amp liLudeu well as oil displacement amp litude. It is interesti ng to
repeat the dimensional analysis of u~ary using t his. The equation for te Dlioo
is now as shown below.
(U)
TIn: initial pa rt of the analysis is carr ied out exactl y as before . Th is giVe:! th e
equat ion as sllown below.
•{ ., .§.. , I.. , g. ". V. S. D, H,~} =O.
m~ m, PI
(4.6)
There arc now six variables from which linear proportions ca n be derived. The
six variab les should give 15 groups of linear proportions, however no groups can
be made from th e combinat ions II and T lind E and V &0 there ere act ually only
13 groups. These groups are listed below.
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{v," .s. (L)'" J... ("-)'" (!.)'" "- (...I-)'gJ/3'm.g' m eg ' w" w ' E 'V ' m.V 1
!2,!::, (...£)" ',(...I-)"', (v'm,)"'}.
9 w meW' mew' E
T he sam e rules are used to select the param eters M before except this time five
groups are needed. Some of the groups are the same as in the previous method And
are still significant para mete rs so they are selected again. These are the groups
(Tlm.g) ln, (E lmcg) and g/",P. There are still two more groups to select, at least
one of which must contain 1/ and one V. There arc two group s tha t fulfill thi s
condi tion and are familiar. Th ese I\.I'C the group II/V (which can be developed into
a Reynolds numbe r) and the group V' j9 (which can be developed into a Froude
numbe r).
To complete the analy sis all lerms arc divided br one of the lengt hs in th e
system to obtain the dimensionless equat ion below.
T {VD ( E) 9 V' S Dm, }
m.gD2 H = ,p 7 ' m.gS 'w2R'DU'H,s,;?D . (4.7)
Th ere arc ot her groups th at can be found here tha t are familiar. Compounding
the group glw2 with V2/gand taking the square root willgive the Keulegen- Car -
penter number. Combining the Reynolds number with the Keulegen-Carpent er
number will produce the frequency parameter, 1IIw~.
The an alysis based on the velocity amplitu de gives more of the numbers Iami-
lar to hydrodyna mics. However this is just because of the way that the forcing
Cunction is defined. It would be equall y possible and valid to repeat the analy .
sis using an acceleration ampli tude instead of the velocity amplitude but no new
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iwi,!;hu would be gained from th is exerci5e.
4 .3 Vali dation of t he M o del U sing t he Stat ic
C ase
As with many problema in hydrodynamics, it is difficul t to prove that the dimen-
sic nlcss equ ation derive d it indeed valid. However, a.n expression for the dynam ics
DC a catenary mooring system musl include t he parameters for the slatic system.
Thus, if a ll the tcrme th at contain informatio n about the dyna mics of th e syste m
arc set cqucl tc zero, the remaining terms must describe the static situation.
To start, examine equation 4.4. The most obvious terms that contain dynamic
information are the terms involving frequen cy of t he Cordn g function and the
amplitude DCthe mot ions. Thus t he term 9/W1Ris dropped from the equation.
Also since the re is no motion, th e viscosity o f the water is cot relevant . T he angle
0, t he ang le thaL the Corcingfunc~ion acts a~ is &Iso irrelevan t new. The diame ter
or the cable was imporLa.nt .u & dra& param eter alii was the rat io m,:!PI so they
can be removed. The removal or these exp ression, leaves the rollowing equMio n
tha~ descelbcs the tensio n in a. ,~&l.ic catenary,
(' .8)
Usual ly the catenary ie assumed to have infinite axia.l , t iffned so the te rm
Elm ,gS is ignored but in some case! (as in Collipp et al (1962)) it is included .
T hus the st atic tension is dependent upon the weight per unit length of cheiu and
the rati o SIll .
Looking at the c.1tena ry equat ion as shown in Chapte r 2. we find th at th is i.
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the case. This is not surprising, since we sta rted with this equation, however if
t his had not worked it would have pointed alit that there was somet hing wrong
with the theory.
4 .4 Sel ec t ion of the Experimental Parameters
From the functional equation (equation 4.4) three pa rameters were chosen to be
t he variables in the experiment. These paramete rs arc: T/m c9D'H,9 /W'R , and
o . Several notes should be made at th is time explaining why these paramete rs
were chosen and why others were not .
It might seem inappropriate to include the tension term ill this list since that
is what is to be measured, however this is due to the fact t hat the force tha t
we actual ly measure is a combina tion of t he static and dynamic force and one
of the par ameters that is varied is th e stat ic tension. T hese two Iorcee could be
separate d , however this serves no useful purpose since the dynamic tension that
we are int erested in is a combination of both .
Since the system willbe operat ing in wate r and since the constant 9 will not
change significantly, there is no need to cha nge the fluid prope rty II. Also, t he
materi al used to make the model chain is steel which is also the most common
material for commercial chains, thus the material prope rly m~ does not need to
be changed . This is also true to a certain extent for the Young's modulus of the
chain E. However , as E is defined as the Young's modulus for the whole chain,
the geometry of t he chain becomes important . Nonetheless, this W&8 considered II.
smal l effect in shallow water mooring and thus no at te mpt was made to model it .
This left the following parameters that were import ant to the experiment :
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1'/rnt:9D' 1l,g/w'ft, and 0 . To do a complete analy sis of the system, these pa-
rameters would need to be changed, one at a time , while the others remained
constant. However, this soon means that total number of tests needed is too large
to be accommodated. Thu s some limits had to be imposed.
From previous work it was found that frequency is the single most import ant
paramet er, thu s it must be va ried throug hout the tests. Also, the experiment
was illilially designed to examine response as the forcing function was applied at
various angles. Thus the angle t hat tbe linc of action makes wit h the water is
also importan t. Finally, Il8 ment ioned before, th e pre-tension in the chain was
changed.
With the experimental para meters selected, the experiment and the necessary
equipment could be designed.
Chapter 5
Experimental Work
The experime ntal port ion of the work had 118 its goal the measurement of tension
at the top end o f the chain, while the cha in underwent different forcing funct ions
with different pr e-tensions. Expe riment s look place between September 26 and
October 3 1990, in the wave/towing tank at Memoria l University of Newfoundland.
T he wave/ towing tank was selected because it provided the larges t depth of water
while hav ing sufficient length for the chain to be st retched c ut .
5.1 Equ ipment
T he main item of equipment needed for the tests was a de vice that could appl y a
forcing function to the top end of the cha in at different Ircq ucncice and at d ifferent
orient a tions in the vertica l plane. The forcing function had to be sinusoida l and
the device also had to be capable of suppo rting the chain ncar the wetc r and
attaching to the ca twalk. A schemat ic of the equipmcn t is shown in Figure 5.1.
Since this was a very specialized item of equipment, there Wall nothing suit able
readily availab le . Thus the appa ratus had to be des igned and built. Th e device














The notor and the gears have been an itted in this
viev.
Figure ij.2: Side \'icw or Ute l.'l: llIipUlI!lIt
a disk on which was mounted a ll eccent ric pin. The yukll Il1ld 11 VI:l'tim.l ~llIt ill
which the pin would lit . Thl! pin WAS r ll 'l ' to IIlIlVll ill t Ill' vl·rt il·al " I.. t I.lIt IVI 'lll,1
force the yoke to follow ib horizontal motions (SI 'C Fil;lln! ;;.1). !Iuri7.11lltiJ ;111.1
vertical in this description mean r aralld and perpcndiculur tu tIll! I.mw plat",
The motor sekxted Icr 1I1(~ I!l(PI~rill\{:l1t was 1I In lip vMiah!l! SlO':!"! "l'!drk
or the gear reduce r WilS 10c II.1l.,,1t bll rolilt illg disk. TIll! 111I1J1111shafl W;L" sllJ>J", rL.:<1
by bearings at each end. The disk WitS madoor steel whil etbe posl (,f lIU l 1L'I.'it 'IIII.ly
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Wall madeofaluminum. The reasonfor usingsteel wasto add inertia.to the system.
Since t he pretension in t he cha.in would add energy to the system over halt the
stroke and subt rac t energy for the other half, the inert ia was needed to smoot h the
motion out. Th e calculation for the force required to move the chain was based
011 t he classic mechanica l design prob lem of a continuously ope rating punch .
The block was att ached to the front of the yoke and ran on rails. It provided
a.suppo rt for the two way force transd ucer and, through it, the chain. Unde r the
block, a slot was cut in t he support plate through which th e chain hung.
T he support plate was mounted und er the cat walk and was free to tilt relative
to the wa ter as shown in Fi gure 5.3. Once at the desired ang le it was held in place .
by bolts from the side frame to the mounti ng frame. It could be placed in one of
six angles: 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90°.
Th e pivot poin t of the base plate was located at t he center of the line of motion
experienced by th e top link of t he chain . T he reason for thi s was to make sure
that the motion of the chai n for all tests took place about a common cent er .
Most of the device was made from 3{8 inch aluminu m plate alt hough steel was
used in some places like t he shalt in the gear reducer and th e disk as ment ioned
above.
Frequency was changed through the controller on the variab le speed motor.
The speed cont rol for the variable speed motor was a simple dial with 10 grad-
uations on it. After the ru ns, the actual speed was calculated by examini ng the
accelerometer trace, however during th e tests the speed was set to app roximately
the desired value through th e dial which was calibra ted with a st robe light .
Since the design of most of the device was unique, comp lete technical drawings
:\li
3;
Figure 5.4: Photograph of the equipment
and assembly drawings arc given in Appendix C. Overall the performance of the
equipment was very good . Wear was noticed on the pin /yoke interface, however
that was to be expected and the wear during the tests was negligib le. The only
improvement that could be made would be to allow either the top rail or th e
bottom rail to move and be set in place after the wheels were mou nted. This
would allow a better fit in between the rails for the wheels on the yoke and t he
block.
Figure 5.4 shows a photograph of the side view of the device. A close up view
of the two way force transducer (described in the next sect ion) is shown in Figure
5.5. The equipment mount ed in place is shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure ."i..S: C lose up of the force I rnnsducer
5 .2 Instrumenta tion
Figure 5.7 shows the instrument ation set up an d t he flow of info rmation. ,.\t the
sta rt is the physical apparatus (ie the accele rometer and two way force trans-
ducer). at the end is a \'. \X ~."i;JO. and in between were amplifiers. filters. a Keith-
ley data acquisition system and a :!S6 PC computer. Figure .j .r- shows the actual
loca tion of the inst rument at ion.
The data gatheri ng a ppa rat us for t he experiment con sisted of an acc elerometer
a nd a two way force rrausduccr. T he accelerometer was a Brulcr and Koch l:l 7S
acc elerometer with the cha racteristics shown in Table ,j.1.
T he two way force transducer was designed and huilt at Xle morie l University.
What was needed was au instrument that could rm-asure the force that t he chain
Figure .').6: The equipment mounted in place
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Figure ,). 7 : lufonnation ~nlherill ,tt SYSll ~1Il
Figure .':i.8: The loca t ion of t he instrumeutntion
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Serial number 1426469
Charge sensitivity 315 Pc/g
Voltnge Sens itivity 258 mV/ g
Nat ural Freq uency 13 kHz
Tab le 5.1: Parameters for the acceleromete r
Configurat ion W heatstone Br idge
Type S tudent EA-06·120LZ. 120
Resistance 120 n±.03%
Gage factor 2.05 ± 0.5%
Strain limits 5%
Table 5.2: Paramete rs fo r the strain gages
exerted on the d riving mechanis m (t he block) while allowing the top link of the
chain to pivot freely. Since the ang le of the top link was not known a nd always
chang ed . force had to be measured in two directions which could then be add ed
vcctorinlly to get the total force.
The two way force t ransducer meas ured force bot h para llel and perpendicular
to the pla te. It was made of two sets of t hin pla tes instrum ented wit h st rain
gauges . Oue set was parallel to the support p late and the othe r was perpend icular
to it (see Figure 5.9) . Each set was made of two identical plates with each plate
huvlng two strain gauges fixed in perpe ndicular directions . Properties of the Itrain
gauges ar c shown in Table 5.2. T he four strain gauges in each set were con nec ted
ill il. w beatetcne Bridge configuration. SeeFigure 5.10 for the circuit d iagram.
Each plate was fixed by machine screws to a support at eithe r end . At one




Th in Steel Plates~
Iporal lelt abose plo tel
.---., ~- Thi n Steel Plotes
(perpend icu lar to bose plcte)
Top Iink free to
rotate an pi n.
Figure 5.!): The two way rorcC! Lrnusduce r
Figure5 .10:The circuit diagram for the straingallg($ in thl! rorClJl ranlldul:l!f
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aupporta {rom the t wo transducers were joined together. The pjvot connections
allowed the axial forces to be measured without introducing the problems that
IwucJiug forceswould cause.
The transduce r was calibrated byclamping it to a rigid structure and loading
it with known weights . The parallel and the perp endicular transducers were cali-
brated independently, and checks for one set interfering with the other were made.
There was no interference observed and thus it can be concluded that the forces
were decouplcd. The data acquisition system was used to checkon the linearity
of lhe voltage-force curve. In general, t he correlation coefficient, r, tor the trials
Willi .999 indica ting a good linear fit.
TIll: treueduce r was designed 10withstand a. ma.ximumforce of 500 N. However,
in ac tual tests, the force never went above 150 N.
Although for most of t he tests the force t ransducer measured tensile stress ,
there were cccaslons when compressive (orcei:l were impor tant . This occurred
when the test apparatus was tilted at 90D as can be seen in Figure 5.11. The
transducer functioned well in compression, however in this configuration tbe top
link pUl a bending stress on the perpe ndicular eet of plates and this caused an
error ill the readings. The erro r was eliminated. by using a small piece of wire to
attach t he chain to t he force transduce r, however t his solution was implemented
only aI~er the first run had been made.
T he accelerometer waspowered bya charge amplifier and the signal from it was
Ied into a filter. Th e strain gauges were connected to a str ain gauge conditioner
and amplifier and then also to the same filter. This filter was a lcwpeee filte r
set to filter out frequencies above 250 hz. From the filter the signals, one for
In this case the top
I ink piacel a bcnding
mmaenl on lhe bol lom
forrr l rausduccr
0:Th is prob lemwas solved If-"'...l-- ~
hy iuserl ing a sma l l
Icnglh of r i re 10
keep Ihc chain clear
of 1.11(' l ransducer
" re !eng ~!; -
cha in
Figure ;;.11: The '~I I U ip l1l fmt tilll:,1III ~J(J
Typo:
SI'I~: ifir. Gravity
Mass per Illiit l<~ll i! t h
Hardnes s
EII,livallml YOll lIl!,'S MOIlll! llS





TlIl.le;j .:I: Proper ties of the chain




Pignro ~ , 12 : T he test chain
till' ;1('I:dl~ rnl l1t'll'I' nud 1\1'0 for IIi{' force transduc er, went to a Keithley analog
to digital rcnverter. l-ronr lu-re it went to the 2S6 PC tOlT1pU II~r am] then was
lrallsft'rrl'll to til(' VAX ~.'j :JO for flll'lllt'r filtering andaualyais.
5.3 The Tes t C hai n
,],111~ dl nin sole-ted was an open link steel chain, Properties of the chainarc found
in 'Iulde 5.:1andtlu- clinu-usious o[ the chain arc shown in Figure :,.12,
T here II'il:'l l1o d fnrt made IIIl1lolld 11 particular chain since many cliffcfcnl kinds
,In' used. 1I0\\"1'1'l'f till' modellinglaws dictate that the density ratio between the
working fluid and the mooring line material must be t he same in bot h model a nd
prototyp e. Since water is used in both instances (the density difference between
sail water as used in the prototype and fresh as used ill the model is negligible
for t his experiment) th e mooring line material density should also be the same in
model and prototype. This justifies the usc of a stee l link chain.
5.4 P ro cedure
As was derived in Chapte r <I , the variables to be changed in th is experiment
were t he pre-tens ion, and the frequency ami angle of the forcing function. The
frequency was very easy to change through the controller of the variable speed .
motor. Angle was a little more difficult to change because t he base plate had to
be lilt ed and then fastened in place at the new angle. The pre-tension was the
most difficult to change because it involved moving a :lOkg anchor.
With t his in mind , t he following procedure was followed. The apparatus was
initially set up in a configurati on with the base plate level to t he water and the
anchor set to give the smallest pre-tension in the chain , Tile fil'llt test was then
run with the lowest frequency, followed by tests with incrensiug frequencies up
to a maxim um. At this point , the ang le of the base plate Wall changec! and
t he frequencies run t hrough again. This cont inued until all t ile angles were run
through and then the pre-tension was changed .
Frequencies were started init ially at 0.5 liz. and then Increased to a maximum
of abou t 4.0 Hz. Frequencies below 0.5 Hz. were not slguiflcant since:they were
well into the quasi-sta t ic area . Frequencies greal er t han 4.0 liz. were not used
because t he equivalent scaled frequencies arc not encountered in nat ure.
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The sta n. freq uency, t he cut off frequency and the number of frequencies u m·
pled underwent small cha.nSCll t hrough out the series of experiments. For example
it was found that under the lasSest pre-te nsion rondi tion and at an inclined aop e,
the motor could not provide enough to rque to produce pure sinusoidal motion at
a Irequcncy of 0.5 li z. so the tests started at I Hz.
Th e equipment W Il.'J run Cor about 10 seconds before dat a recording bega.n to
allow transients to die olr. Also, observation. were made dur ing the first aeries
of lest! to make sure that neither the equ ipment nor the cat walk vibrated to ...
lIignificnal am ou nt
There were four angles used in this experiment : 0, 3D,60 and 90". although •
as mentioned before, some problema were found at 90· . Th ere were alsoth ree
pre-tensions used : ISN'. 20N and J ON.
5.5 Data Analysis
As ment ioned before the ,ignah from t he acceleromete r an d the atr ain &au&e3
were filtered at 2M Hz. before the AID converter. After th e data. were collected ,
they were sent to t.he VAX 8530 compute r for furt her analysis .
T he analysis consisted of two stages. First , the signal was run t.hrough a
program which ap plied & moving average with a window of to to th e dat.a set.
T his removed much of the random noise in the signal.
However it was observed that there was st ill some noise in the system . An
examinat ion of th e signal revealed tha t much of t.his noise was found in the 40 t o
90 li z. range. Th is is possibly due to the elect rical noise from the meter, or th e
mechanical noise (vibrations) lrom the ma.cbinery operating (eg ge&nl meshing) .
' 8
It is interesting to not e that there was not /l. sign ificant contribution al the 60 liz .
frequency; a common frequency for int erference. Thu s it was decided to filter the
signal again to remove components of higher frequency.
To perfor m this a Yule-Walker filter was designed. Looking at the signal it
was dete rmined t hat the significant portion of it was COl\l P OlIcO of frequencies leas
than 25 Hz. (or the high frequency tests decreasing to b e than 10 li z. for the
low frequency tests. Consequently, two fillers were designed, one tha t cut out
frequencies of more than 25 Hz. and one that cut out frequencies of more tha n l 5
H, .
The signa l from the lower frequency tests appeared to be noisier than that .
from the high frequency tests. The reason fat this is that the force in the small
frequency tests was on the order of a tenth of a Newton and thus t he signa l outpu t
from the st rain gauges was quiet weak. For the higher frequency tellts the forces
involved went aa high as 100 Newtons and e ffect ively drowned out t he random
noise.
A grap h showing t he results from a low frequency test with and without 1IJ.
te ring is shown in F igure 5. 13. Graphs of the signa l versus the frequency for the
two Butte rworth fil te rs used are shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.13: A sample run with and without filtering
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Figure 5. 1-1: Tile filters llSf~fl for tIll' ,llll. ;l
Chapter 6
D iscussion
The discussion in thi s chapter will be broken into two parts. T he first will look
at the dat a from the tests and discuss and draw conclusions from this data. The
second section willexamine the met hod and effects of scaling the model tests to
a prototype environment.
6.1 Ex perimental Work
The data from the tests were analyzed and graphs were drawn of force against
time for each run. These graphs are shown in Appendix D. From these graph!
it was possible to lind th e dynamic force rat io (OFR) . The dy namic force ratio
is the ratio of the maximum change in the force (ie from t rough to crest) to the
static value. For example, if the st atic pretension value was 15 N and the force
varied bet ween 10 an d 40 N, the DFR would be 2.
Once all the OFR values for the runs were calculated. th ey were plotted against
th e frequency for the three different values of pretension and are sbown in Figures
13.1 • 13.3. These graph s enab le several conclusions to be draw n.
The four conditions firet described by Suhera and discussed in Cbapter 4 can
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be seen in these fl:ra.phs. T he fjuasi·st atic region star ts from zero freque ncy and
elltelllls to bet ween about O.G liz and 1 lle . with t he 0.6 Hz. in the sm&l1 pre-
tension ccndiucn end the I Ih:. ill the lar t;cst pre-tension condit ion. It should be
noted tha.t the end of the 111l1lSi'litatic condit ion was arbitrar ily taken to occur at
a IW lt of !. :!.
T he next condit ion 1II";\.1 the harmon ic oscillating condit ion and it extended
from the end of th e quasi-static condit ion to the location at which the slope of
th e lines from the DF'Rversus frequency graphs suddenly lncrcesee. Thi s point
Wall at about 2 li z. in tile three graphs although for the sma llest pre-tension , it
wua not well defined.
Th e snap cond ition was t he next region and it W,1S only clearly observed in
the large pn..tension graph. Th e end point of this region is defined as the po int
at which t he DFR starlJ to d rop olf and in that graph it ranged Ircm 2 Hz. to
abou t 2.6 li z. T he medium pre-tension gra ph sta rts to show some drop off at
auou t 3 li z. but the small pre-tens ion graph shows no indica tion of ending t he
slla p conditio n.
T he last condi t ion is the Ircc CaU condition and in this area the OF R sta rts
to decrease . As ment ioned, t his is only clearly seen in the large pre-te nsion tes t.
Th is cond it ion starts at thc end of the sna p and continu es indefinitely.
When these graphs are observed togeth er , it is easy to see the effect of pre-
tension on the OFR (which is a non-dimen sional indication of the Coree). In the
smalles t pre-tension series, the re is littl e indication of the change in the different
conditions where as ill the la rge pre-te nsion cue, th e sections are well defined.
Th is is due to the scope o f chain in each case. As the pre-tens ion iDCfe&aes,
the length of chain from top to the contact point wit h the botto m increases. As
well, the length of chain is in place in more of a horizonta l coud ition, or, more
importantly, in a direction per pendicular to the force of gravity.
T he increase in the length or the chain adds more weight to the suspended
port ion of t he chain . The increase in inerti a ads to increase th e dynam ic forces
in the ha rmonic oscilla tion conditio n. T he increase in length/weight ects in the
snap and free fall condit ions and causes larger ft)rces to be experienced .
It would appear that the pre-tension in th e chain affected not only th e magni-
tu de of t he OFR, but the frequency at which the maximum value Wall detected .
The three tests show a trend in t hat at the prc-tcuslon lncroasca, th e frequency
of the maximum DFR decreases.
The effect of an gle on the maximum force can also he observed in the se graphs.
In all cases the force from t he test at 0° (ie when t ile slider was moving in the
horizont al plane) was a minimum. H is also observed from th e large-pretensio n
test that the run at angle 90° (if in the vert ical plane) produced significantly lower
force tha n the other runs. T he tests at the two intermedia te angles prod uced by
far the largest dynamic forces.
This is contra ry to what has been stat ed by oth ers. Suha re et al (1981) and
Pa tt ison (1974) felt that the maximum forces were to be found by oscillalion s
in the vert ical plan e, while van Sluijs and Dlok (HI77) slated that horizontal
oscillations induce d the majo r part of th e line tensions.
However the results reported here can be supported by looking at how the
chain moves. Th e maximum motion of the chain will ta ke place when t he forcing
funct ion is applied at an angle tangent to tha t of the upper link when it is in lt e
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Cree hang ing orientation .
The h:sh involving starting from zero Hz. and increasing to the maximum
also produ ced intere sting u..rsuits . Some sample results Ircm these tests can be
seen in the Figure 6.2. The times taken to reach the dilTcrcnl stages were on the
order of one cycle for the harmonic oscillating condit ion and three to five cycles
to reach the snap and Ircc-Icll conditions. From t his the following can be said .
First, it is appa rent that no significant transients exist in the system. T his is
import ant becau se t ransients could have caused larger initial forces. Second, it
would app ear that the chain react s very q uickly to an imposed displacement Rod
produces the maximum dynamic forces almost immedia tely. The delay shown in
the graphs ill caused mainly by waiting for the mo tor to get up to speed .
6.2 Scaling the M odel
It is important to examine how the modelling of caten ary mooring cables applies
in the ocean environme nt. The first step in this is to examine scale errors .
The te rm 0 is an angle and thus transform s identically. Geometric similarity
can be achieved and thus the terms RID, SIll and DIS will bemodeUed correct ly.
Also, since the experiments t ake place in water and the mate rial is stee l, the ratio
m~/PJ will be correc t.
T he term v1/3 / g 1/3D accounts for the hydrodynamic properties of the cable. In
this experiment. the Reynolds number based on the diameter of the chain would
be over 10,000 for mot ions with velocities above abo ut .1 mm/s. This would place
opera tion of the model well into the turbulent range, thus scaling sho uld Dot have
much effect on these properties . This is bo rne ou t by the resul ts of van Sluijs and
"' . j




The term EjmcYS accounts for elas~idty in the cable. Although for deep
water, elastici ty is an importan t parameter, this study is aimed more at waters
wlth a depth measured in lens of meters rather than hundreds. Thus elast icity
shouldnot have a great influence 011 the system.
This leaves the parameter w~Rlg as the most important. This is the ratio
of the acceleration that the top end of the chain will undergo to gravita tional
acceleration. From the tests, non-dimensional graphs of the DFR can be made
ll~ing 1I1is parameter and arc shown in Figures 6.5·6.7.
ILshould be noted that there are strict limitati ons all the use of these graphs.
This is due to the fact that t he value R was not changed dur ing the tests. In
ret rospect it would have been useful to change R during the tests, however this
would have led to time constraints in the experiment.
Nonetheless, it is possible to work with this limitatio n. Besides the w2R/ g
expression, the only other place that R appears in the dimensionless equation is
ill t he expression for the non-dimensional amplitu de of motion R/ H. This means
that the graphs are valid only for situat ions with similar R/ H values.
To gel an idea of what range of frequencies is representative of real ocean data ,
some values a re examined. A period of 10 sec. would correspond to an w of about
.63 raJ/sec. This substit uted into the w2R/g expression and combined with 9
would give a value of .04u.. Thus, from Figure 6.3a, to get a significant dynamic
force, II WQulJ need to be all the order of 10 meters.
Tcn meters is a long stretch and most moored objects that could move 10
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so. Also, because of the lim ita tions on the RIll value. this would correspond to
a dl:plh of severa l hundred meters which would place operation of the cable in
the ra/lge whew elas ticity is important. T hus it would seem that large objects
respond ill the range where t he quasi- st atic analysis willsuffice.
However, there arc sma ller objects which require mooring (small fishing boats
ant] buoys, for example] , All example shows that for a given sit uation with a
similar /llll , significant dynamic forces will occur.
If t here is a stretc horwaSXsimilar III H, significant dynamic forces will occur.
If t here is a stretch of water 10 km long with an average depth of approximately
15 meters and a wind of i O kill/ hour blowing for I hOUT, waves with a period of
:1.0 seco nds and a significa nt height of 1 meter will be produced lUI given in t he
US Army Corps of Engineers' Shore Prote ct ion Ma nual (1984). A can buoy in
this wave field would res pond at the same frequency with app roxi mate ly th e same
amplitude of motio n. The w2 RIg paramet er for this scenario is 0.23. From Figu re
6.3a, it can be seen that th is corresponds to a dynamic a mplification facto r or
about 1.5.
Thi s example uses the 1/3 significant wave height. Howeve r speed up tests
show tha t thc [(~ ponse is very quick, thu s in reali ty a large r R value wou ld be
expec ted .
Anothcr examp le comes from the design manual that th e Canadian Coast
Guard uses for buoy design. Th e crite ria that they give for the design conditi ons
of buoys is that the buoy must survive a 2 meter wave with a per iod of 4 seconds.
This corresponds to a DFR of 2.5.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
This work has demonstr ated several properties and led La ~vcra.l ob!ICrva lions
from which conclusions can be drawn. ThC5Chave bee n discussed in Chaple r 6.
however tlH:y will be summed up here.
To begin wub, the d ifferent areas or operation that Suh;,.ra first ment ioned
have been shown. These areas are frequency dependant and Me dcmonslraled
best in the lest with the 30 N pre-tens ion, IIOWCvt."f t hey a rc M:CII to a. certain
extent in the other tests as well. It is important Cor the designer to know what
area thei r structure willoperate in as this will give an indica tion of t he dynamic
forces amplification l hal would be expected.
If tbe line respond. in the quas i.sta l ic range, there is 110 need to include a
safely factor for dynamic forces (alth ough there may he o ther reasons to use
safety fac tors that still apply such as the temperature dmngCll found in the North
Atlant ic). However, from ~his work it is shown that it. is possib le to have dynamic
amplification factors as much as five times tbe sta tic if t he line is forced at a.
sufficient ly high frequency. It should be noted again here t hat others have reported
even larger DFR', (va.n den Boom (1985) , Suha.ra el a.1 (1981)J.
Abo, statement. abou t the effectsor different (orcing runct ions can be drawn.
It wu shewn t hat the dynamic force increues wit h increuing pre-te nsion. It was
also shown that the largest dynamic rorces occur at a.ngles bet ween the venial
and t he horizontal .
Finally, several conclusions about scaling the experiments can be shc we. It
was concluded that i~ i. theoreticall y pcaslble to model moor ing experiments. The
best parameter ror thi. seems to be the fJJ2Ri g ractor. Th is experiment indicated
tba~ for large moored c bjecte, tile response or the line places t he response in the
quas i-sta tlc regime. However wuh smaller objects such as buoys, dynamic rorce,
nrc significant.
The uClI igncr must know t he environment in which t heir design is to be placed
and t hell all idea or t he dyn amic rorees expected and th e allowance that .hould
be made for them a n be est imated.
Chapter 8
Recommendations
As a rcsult of this work, rccomrne ndar ions for fut ure work can be d rawn. It would
seem tha t an importa nt extension to the wo rk would he to do more teats with
different R values. However, after do ing these testa, it iii r~ll t hat a diffcrcnl linc
of experime ntatio n woultl be mo re product ive.
Having proved. that it is pceeiblc to scale moorillg eXJl(.TilllCnls (bot h sha llow
and deep) ways shou ld be found to improve the rcali, m of the expc rimenlll. There
are two ways that thi s caD he done . The first is tc add ...current to the experirrenu .
There are ma.Dy situat ions in t he ocean environme nt where currents exis t And are
importan t to moored objects. Cu rrents could add & atril lllllling phenomena which
could change t he dynamic (OfCC!. lIowever this would involve fll on ing the teste
in an area where there is flowing water and Cacilitics ror th is are scar ce (alt hough
it would be possible to do t his work in the flume tank Il. ~ the Mar inc Institute in
St. John's) .
The second way would be to design a new forcing dev ice th at could l imu la~e
t he real motion Lbat a moored object would experience. T wo posalble mea ns exist
for this. T he first would be to have a rot atin g disk on wllich the moo ring line IVU
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auacbed. Studies have shown t hat & moored buoy experiences a nearly circular
trajectory. Force would be measured between the chain and the disk or along the
shaft that runs from the disk. It ill antici pated th at the measurement of tension
would be the major technical difficul ty with tbis experim ent .
Another possible met hod of simulating motions of moored objects would he
with two actuators . The actuators would be configured much like t he two way
force tra nsducer described here. By cont rolling the ACtuators, any type of motion
could be simulated . Unfortunately, t he eq uipment involved in this method would
he quite costly.
Nonetheless, it would be of great benefit to be able to know what dynami c
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Ap pend ix A
Derivation of the Catenary Equation
Figure 1 shows a catena ry mooring system with the origin of the coordl,
nate system at a.point where the slope of the line is O. At the top end the re
is a ten sion T , which acts a.t angle 1/J to hold the line in place, and the line
has a uniform mass per unit length of w.
Th e tension can be broken into componen ts in the z and y direction.
giving the fo llowing equatio ns:
T;r = Tcost/J
Tw = Tsint/J=wS.
At the poin t (• • y ), we have
*=tan .p =~~:: =T:~ 1/J ' (2)
Differenti a ting with respect to e, remembering that ~ is a function of :r
we get
tRy w dS
d;i =T cosT/!h '
We know from elemen tary calculus t hat
dS (d')'J;= 1+ ;;; .
Substituting the above equat ion into Equat ion 4 gives
(3)
<!:J!.= _"'_ I + (~\ ' . (')Jz1 Tr.osfjl dz)
Th e above is a.standard second orde r differen tial equation with a standard
method of solu tion. Letp =dy/dz , then dp/dx =<Py/dz' . Substit uting into
Equati on 5 and rearranging yields,
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Both sides of this equation Arc integ rated to give.
f ~"p¥dp =JT;sI/Jdz
A standard tab le of integrals gives as the solution for the left hand side:
In(p+ y"jjT+T) +C1• This is recognizedas the hyperbolic function sinh- 1 p.
Thu s,
sinh- 1p= T::t/l +C2
Since the line hns zero slope at the origin, and since p = dyfdz; when
or= 0, J' = O. Thus C, = 0 and we have
sinh-1p = T:: ,p'
Solving (or p gi\'rs:
p=!! = lIinh~.
d% T eas '"
Integration with f l.'lI P ('C1. to % of equation 6 fl:i\-.;'3 :
JJy =Jsinh T:~ '"dr
(5)
When y= O,I =Oandc osh wz/ T cos '" = I . Therefore C3 =- T cos ';'/ w.
The equation becomes
y= TC: '" C09h T : :" _ Tc: ". (6)
It is desired to solve for the term T cos" . Althollfl:h no explicit !ormula
can be found, this equation is well behaved and is !airly easy to solve iter-
atively. However the patamclen that must be known are z and v. In the
model this would correspond to the horizontal distance from the lop cl the
chain to where it toucbcs the botto m and the depth of the water. Depending
on th e eircumsten eee, it mioYbe eaaiet if the p&tame1.era were tbe KOpe of
chain and the depth of water. Thus the equat~ns wilt be derived lcrnu of S




Combining these two equations gives





For till: point ::r=a the following equat ion for S is obtained.
T hus for any x I?: 0
s =T c: ¢ sinh T:~"'" (8)
Rearra nging to solve for x and subst ituting into Equat ion 9 gives
y = 1':91/1 co.shsinh-' T:~ '" _ Te,:9,,",. (9)
Thus Teas l/J can be found from either Equat ion 7 or 10 depending on
the availab le informat ion. Thi s, along with Equa.t ion I provides enough
infcmuulou to find T and ",.
All alternative method to solving thi s quest ion is to use an energy ap-
proach. T he shap e is foun d that contains th e minimum pot ential ene rgy for
the system. The resulting equat ions are identical.
rHE PROGRAM SOl-YES FOil Z USING 1 JlEWTOIl-RAPHSON HETROl) iN D
THEN USES Z TO FIIIO a/h iKC CONS EQUENTLY THE TENSIONS .
5tH " THE VALUE OF (S-L) / h
Z .. TilE VALUE Of THEZ EQUATI OI THAT CI VES stH





Program for the Static Catenary Analysis
c..=",s.== === = "..,,= " .
c
C PROGRAM Ttl AIIALYSETHE CATENARY " DORI NG - BY J .Y . CROSS












c..••••..••• • ···· ····,,···· · · . · · · · .
REAL LBARH
DATA Z,EPS/ .l , .OOOOOl/
OPEN (UNIT- t,FILE" 'SUCK . OUT',srArus . 'UNKNOW/f' )
WRITE( l , 100 )
"'RITE( I, l i O)
CD THROUGH 5tH VALUES BmEEIl .01 iN o .99
DO 101.1 ,99
5LH .. REAL(I )/lDO
FINO Z USI NG A NEWTON ~RAPHSON METHOD
CONTINUE
Z1 .. Z - (ruH (SLH,Z}/DFtJ)i(Z»
C CHECK TO SEE IF SUCESSIVE Z'S DIFFER BY LESS THAN EPS




I F TilE Z'S DIFFEn BY tESS THAIf EllS THE ROOT IS FOUND SO
NOli CO ON TO CALCULATE a/h lIlD THE OTHER EQUATIONS.
AOVF.IU{.. l/(COSH(Z) • 1)
T .. 1 + ADVEM
TH .. AOVERH
TV .. SQRT«1.AeVERH)u2 - ADVW u :z)
THETA .. l COS (J.DVERH/ (1 . AOVER.H )}
THET' .. THETAIPI80/a . 1415927
SSARK.. SI NH(Z)/CCDSH (Z )-1)
LB1RH .. SeARH • 5LH
PI" .S' (SBARH - SBARH'AOVERH + 10VERH.LBARH .1)
P2- .S" (SBARH + SBARH' ADVERH + AOVERH"LBARH)
\l1\11E( I , 120 ) 5tH,Z, T,lK,TV,THETA,Pl .P2
10 CONTINUE
100 FORKAT(1l .20X , 'StAC K CASE TABLE OF VALUES ' ,I)
110 FORKAT(1 X. I (S- L)/H ' ,41 , 'Z ' .8X, ' T' ,8X, ' Th' ,ax, 'Tv' .41 , 'THET" •
+ 3X, ' Pgr av' ,4X,'Pltr ' . n
120 FDRHAT(lX.21 ,14 . 2 ,2X,F7 .5 .2X,FB.2 ,2X,F8.2.2X,F6 . 2,21 ,F5 .2 ,l1 ,




C FlIWCTI DN FOR FINDI)lG Z FORSLACKLI MES
C· ..• • ....•••• ..• ..• •••..• • • • • ..,,· ················· · · ..,,==,,··=•••=••••••••
FUJl:CTIOH rutf(SLK ,Z )
fUH· SLH - (SI HK(Z) - Z) /CCOSH(Z) - 1)
RETURN
END
c·· •••• ••••..•••••..•••••..······· ····· ········,,····· .
C DERIVATIVE OF THE FUNCTIOM FORFINDING Z
c·····················································."" .
MCTIOIi DFUII(Z)
DFtnI· - « COSH( Z) - 1) . ' 2 - S I I K(Z) .(SI IIH( Z) - Z» /« COSH(Z) - I) " 2 )
IlETURN
EN.
c· · .."'··,,· · · · · · · · · · · · ···· ,,· · · · · · · · ···· ····,,· · ·,,· ···..· · · ." .
c
C PRDGlUM TO ANALYSE THE CATENARY MOORING - BY i .r , CROSS
C ANALYSIS FOR THE TAUT CASE
C
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THZ PRQGIWl; ACCEPTS 11 Sib RAtI O is Di U . IT THEJ CALCULATES
llrE III11UM!. liD Ml 11KUll. POSSIBLE LIIl. VALUES. THE Y.lRUBLFS
iRE C1LCl.JUnIl 1T 30 Pa IITS BETVE£I 1'1I:E MAl .... 0 111 LIb .
ALL R.DOT SOLVI G USE TIlE 'EVTDJf-UP HSDr Ja:l1IOD. BECAUSE
SDKE OF THE FUlIeTZO.S ARE VERT SEKSITIVE. DOUBLE PERCISIOI
IS USED.
SOVERH .. SIb
LOVERJI .. LI B
Z .. THE VALUE OF THE Z EQUATION
EPS .. THE LIMITING DIFFERENCE U THE NEWTON~RAPHSON ANA LYSIS
AOVERH .. a/ h
LL .. tOilER LI MIT FDa Llh
UL .. UPPER LIMIT FOR Ll h
c.."=s".,, ,,= .
IKPLIClT REAL.e (A-H ,L ,a-Z)
DATl Z .EPS. I1 .1 , .o oooo OOOOOOOt.OI
Din S , H/6 .0,1. 01
OPEJ(unr -t , FILE- ' nUT . cur - .STUUS- ' I1IK.Olo1l')
WRITEet ,tOO) (S/R)
WAITE( 1. 110)
FIID THE JUI CE FOR THE Yll\IlBLE. Ll h
SOVERH .. s/a
em LC~IK (S . H . LL )
CALL UPLIM(S,H , LU)
IUICE .. LU·LL
PLlJS .. RAlfCE/ 31.
C C1LCUUtE THE VALUES FOR THIS RU CE
DO 10 r -l ,3 0
L .. LL • R£AL(I).PLUS
LQVERH .. LIB
CONST .. DSijRT«SOVERH)"2 .1. )/LOVERH
CALLSOLVE(COHST,Z)
iOVERH • LOVEJUf/ (2 . • Z)
XOOVRH • l OVW-( . S-OLOO« l.+H/S)/ (I. - Il/S »-Z)
YOOVRH • iOVERHtOCOSH(lOOVRJI/.iOVERll)
T . 1. • YOOVPJI
TH • .iOVDUf
76
TV .. DSQRT«1.AOVERH) u2 - l OVERHu :2)
THETA" D1COS(AOVERHf(1.+YOOVRH»
THETA .. THE'TA..180/3 .141 59
RH " " DVERH
WRITE( I. 120) SOVERH ,LOVERH.T,TH,TV. THETA
10 courlt1£
100 FDIUU.T ( 11 . 61 , 'UUT CASE Tl BLE OF VALUES FOR Sib" ',F4 .1,f)
110 FDIUUT(U .2 1 , ' SI b ' .SI , ' L/ h I , 81, ' T' ,81 , 'Th ' ,8X, -r ... ' ,31,
+ ' THETA')
120 FOMATe 1l ,21.F 4 . 2 , 2I . n . 5, :21 , F8. 4, 21,F8 . 4 ,21 , F6 . 2,2 1 I FS.2)
STOP
END
c"..•••• •••••• •• •• •••• •• ••••• •••••• ••• ••••••• • • •••• • •• •"'••• ••• •• •••
C SUB RDUTIN£ LOI/Llit - FINDS THE LOWER LIMIT FORTHEVARIABLE LIb
C THE IlEWrOr - RJ,PHSON KETHOD IS USED TO FI ND Li b . THE
C MCTlor .u a ITS DERIVAtIVE ARE CALCULATED IX LINE 1
C
c..•••..•••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••..•••••••· "••••• .
SUBRotrrIUiI LOWL IM(S,H,L)
IMPLICIT !EALaS U ·H, L,O·Z)
z .. 1-
EPS .. . 0000000 00000\
Zi .. Z - (H/S-(DCOSH(Z)- 1.)/DSIIH(Z»
+ 1( - 1 . • ( (DSIJiH(Z)"2~DCOSH(Z) .(DCOSH(Z)- I .) ) / D5 I I18( Z) ••2»





L • S.Z/OSINH( Z)
REl1II\11
ENDC"""················.••••..•.·· ",,.."''''.. ''' .
C s lJBRotrUNEUPLIM TO FINO THE UPPEALIMIT OF LIt\.
C" "....•••• • •••••• • ••• ••• ••• • • • •• • • ••• • • • •• • ••••• ,,,•• • • • • • • • •• • • • • •••
SUBR.OUTIII'E UPLI M(S,H ,L)
IMPLICIT WL.a (J.-II , L,O-Z)
L · DSQRT(S"2 - H"2)
RETURN
END
C" " " "' " "''''••••• l1li•••
C SUBROUTINE SOT.VE • FINDS THE Z FROM THE Z EQUATION
77
c,..,,,,,···································..············· .
SUBR.OUtUlE SOLVE (C, Z)
I MPLICIT REAL-a (A-K , L .a -Z )
z .. 3 .0
EPS .. .OOOOOOOOOOOO1
I I .. Z - «C-DSI IH(Z)JZ)/{- I - (DCOSH(Z) . Z- DSIIIR(Z»/Z"2})









Drawings for the Experimental Equipment
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A pp e nd ix D
Data from the Experimental Ru ns
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Th is Append ixcontain the force-lime traces Iroru lI lC CXllCfinM-n tOlI runs. The
dala. were filtered befo re bcin&plotted. Infortual io ll "oout. t1~ run is contain ed in
the t it le of the , Iot. T he liD! let ter refers Lathe p re- teml io n in the tell line. TIle
leiter A indica t es a pre- tenon of IaN, 0 • 20N a nd C • 3ON. T he ned number
pves informat io n ..bou t tile ang le that th e expertme ut too k place with I mca ninS
horizontal and -4vertical. The nex t k>ttcr S i~ jUlIt used As a . pacer. The 1a.1t two
numbers are th e speed on the controller box a.nd giVl'llA relative measure of the
frequency tha.t t he expe riment t ook piACC.








RUN A1S10 (Filter 15 HL)
20,-------- - ------- ----,
IS t"".A .1..11. .n •• J,A
'0
"

















RUN A IS25 (Filter ZSHz.)22,-- - - ---,
Time (sec)






35r;-----------,---- -.,- - - - - --,
Time (sec)




40r--- --.-,- - - - - - - --- - - - - - --,
Time (sec)
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RUN A2S08 (Filter 15 Hz.)






'0252015'0°o;-- - ---:-- -----,,,----c.------,;;;-----,:,----;,
Time (sec)






RUN A2S15 (Filter 15 Hz.)
2S
20 ~.~ 15~ 10
00 10 15 20 2S 30
Time (sec)









50 10 15 20 2S 30
Time (sec)
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RUN A2S30(Filter 25 Hz.)
Tune (sec)
116
RUN A2S3S (Filter 25 Hz.)70,---_- - _ - - -,-- -_- - _ - _--,
Time (sec)
RUN A2S4O (Filler 2S & )
80,-------- - - ------·- - - --,
Time (scc)
117
RUN AJS08 (Filter J5 Hz.)
4 ·
00 10 15 20 2S 30
Time (sec)











00 10 IS 20 2S 3U
Time (scc)








00 10 IS 20 2S 30
Tirne (sec)
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RUN A3S2S (Filter2S Hz.)
Time(sec)
RUN A3S30(Filter 2S Hz.)
601r--- - - ---- - - - --- ------,
Time (sec)
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RUN A3S3S (Filter 2S Hz.)
Time (sec)
RUN A3S4O(Filter 2S Ht..)
Time (sec)
121






010~5 l O 15 2~O 2S 30
Time (sec)








RUN A4S1S (Filter 15 Hz.)
80
70
II60 ~SO~~ 40If 3020
10
00 10 IS 20 2S 30
Tune (sec)


















RUN A4S3S (filter 2S Hz.)
Time(sec)
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RUN 81508 (Filter 15 Hz.)2S~---------------~
"
10
00 10 15 20 2S 30
Time (sec)








00 10 15 20 2S 30
Time (sec)
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00 10 15 20 25 30
Time (sec)
RUN 81520 (Filter 2S Hz..)
30
25 !~~ 20~&: 15
10





RUN 8 1823 (Filtcr 2S Hz.)
Timc (sec)
RUN 9 1527 (f ilter 2S Hz.)
Time (sec)
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RUN 81530 (Filler zsHz.)
TIme (sec)
RUN 81S33 (Filler 2S Hz.)
Time (sec)
129
RUN BIS36 (Filf.cr 25 Hz.)
lime (sec)







10°o),--- -:--- - ...,.,,------;';----,:;;-----::- - ----!
-130
RUN B2S10 (Filter 15 Hz.)
RUN B2S13(Filter IS Jh..)








00 10 15 20 25 30
TIme (sec)







00 10 15 20 25 30
Time (sec)
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RUN B2SJO(Filter 15 HL)
Time (sec)
RUN B2S33 (Filter 2S Hz.)
Tunc (scc)
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00 10 15 20 zs 30
Time (sec)








RUN 835 13 (Filter IS Hz.)25 ,-----------------------,
10
20 1~ ~ h




















RUN B3S23 (filte r 2SHz.)'Or---~- -.
TUDe (sec)
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RUN 83527 (Filter 2S Hz.)6Or-- ----------..,- -----,
50
TlIDC {sec)
RUN 83530 (Filie' 25 IU.)
Time (sec)
13E





00 10 IS 20 2S 30
Time (sec)











0 10 IS 20 2S 30
Time (sec)
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00 10 IS 20 2S 30
Time (sec)














RUN 84523 (FlIter 2S Hz.)
Time (sec)




RUN 84530 (Filter2S Hz.)
Time (sec)
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00 10 15 20 25 30
Time (sec)










00 10 15 20 25 30
Time (sec)
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00 5 to IS 20 2S 30 ,
Time (sec)











00 5 JO 15 20 25 30
Time (sec)
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00 10 is 20 25 30
Time (sec)





















RUN C1524 (Filtcr 25 Hz.)
Time (scc)






































00 10 15 20 2S 30
Time (sec)
RUN C2S14 (Filter 15 Hz.)
45
40 II~~3530g 15~ 20,£ 15
10
00 5 10 15 20 15 30
Time (sec)
l4!~










00 10 15 20 Z5 30
Tnne(lec)









00 10 15 20 30
Time(sec)
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RUN C2S22(Filter 2S Hz.)
Time(sec)
151





RUN C2S26 (Filter 2SHz.)







RUN C1S28 (Filter25 lb.)
Time (sec)












°0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Timc(sec)




















00 S 10 is 20 25 30
Time (see)
RUN C3S16 (Filter IS Hl..)
45




00 S 10 is 20 2S 30
Time (see)
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'0 10 I' 20
Time (sec)








00 10 J5 20 25 ' 0
Time (sec)
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RUN 0526 (Filter 15 Hz.)
Tarne (sec)






RUN C3S3O (Filter 2SHz.)





°0 5 10 15 20 2S 30
Time(sec)
'"




























RUN 0022 (Filter 25 Hz.)60...--- -_---,
Tnnc: (sec)
161





120 RUN C4S30 (Filter~ Hz.)
f ~ ~~~~~j~~~~
SO
4.
JO.l---s-,---w------LJO J5~20~2S so
Time(sec)
162




